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Abstract—Investigation of a novel parameter that 

considerably enhances the performance of disk and Belt oil 

skimmers is introduced. During the operating of crude oil, the 

transportation of crude oil  requires the adoption of safety 

measures in port terminals. At sea accidents are further 

serious cause of oil pouring and cause of pollution. By careful 

optimization of the angle between the plane of the disk and 

the vertical plane, hence the efficiency of a conventional disk 

oil skimmer get doubled and this parameter  is same as in belt 

oil skimmer. Therefore, this is particularly significant as it 

requires only a minimum effort to modify existing disk and 

belt  skimmers. Results  revealed in the presence of a 

minimum immersed area required for the offset angle to be 

effective. Around 80rpm optimum rotational speed was 

found, regardless of the design or operating parameters 

applied. The belt and disk skimmer will allowed the recovery 

of a high percentage of hydrocarbon in comparison to the 

traditional oil skimmers. The study of largest disk diameter , 

belt width and the oil film thickness of 20mm, obtaining the 

maximum improvement of 204% in oil recovery rate.     
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Oil is one of the precious crude and being used in many 

routine application of human life.It is not easy to determine 

the amount of oil spilled into sea every year but according to 

estimates,It is expected to be around 4 million tonnes in the 

whole planet and 600.000 tonnes only for Mediterranean. 

A. What Is An Oil Skimmer?  

The collection of spilled oil is performed by means of special 

vessels called oil skimmer 

Skimmers may be:  

Self-propelled – Moved with thrusters for forward and 

backward movement operated by joysticks or levers. During 

an operation it is possible to position the skimmer in the place 

of greatest oil concentration.  

Dynamic – Generally they are positioned on the bow or on 

side of a vessel. To make it possible for recovery of the oil 

and the movement of a vessel simultaneously.  

Stationary – They are moved and retained by ropes by  

placing in the location with the greatest concentration of oil. 

For many years the response industry has been making efforts 

with the development of methods and equipment for the 

recovery of oil.  

B. Disk Skimmers: 

Disk skimmers have recovery capacities from 40-100m3/h 

and can be used for open sea operations. And it is dependent 

on number and size of discs. Tests are shown grooved discs 

can be highly effective. Disk skimmers work best with lighter 

types of oil and cannot handle emulsified oil. The weight and 

volume of these disks is quite large to the size and number of 

rotating disks. 

C. Belt Skimmers: 

Belt skimmers are large and either mounted on a barge or on 

a specially constructed vessel. These skimmers have a high 

recovery efficiency and a good recovery rate, but are 

specialized products. Deploying large skimmers can be 

complicated and requires heavy equipment and specially 

trained personnel.                                  

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

A great number of publications were found during this 

literature survey that was expressly devoted to Kaizen. 

However, some information was found on the cost and 

benefits of kaizen at companies. In doing this survey, it was 

proved that this research would be important in contributing 

studies on this project. 

TORREY CANYON(United Kingdom,1967) 

TORREY CANYON is ran aground on pollard rock on the 

seven stones reef, it is near to the lands end, cornwall on 18 

march 1967. Thousand tonnes of oil is spilling from the 

stricken vessel's ruptured tanks and during the next 12 days 

the entire cargo is close to 119,000 tonnes of Kuwait crude 

oil was lost.  

ODYSSEY 9(Off Canada, 1988) On November 10th 

1988, in the north Atlantic 700 miles of the coast of Nova 

Scotia while on voyage from sullom voe, Shetland islands to 

come by chance Newfoundland, the Liberian tanker 

ODYSSEY, in heavy weather almost fully loaded with a 

cargo of 132, 157 tonnes of north sea brent crude oil, broke 

into two and sank. As it sank fire started on the stern section 

and the surrounding oil caught fire. 

AEGEAN SEA (Spain, 1992) On 3 December 1992, 

while ship is close to the port of La corona on the Galician 

coast, north west Spain , the Greek OBO carrier AEGEAN 

SEA, during heavy weather, laden with 80,000 tonnes of 

north sea Brent crude oil, ran aground. The vessel is break 

into two and caught fire. Ship and spilled cargo burned for 

several days. 

Limitations:-In the occurrence of an accident and whenever 

sea water is reaches to its deposit, tanks, double bottoms or 

boxes containing pollutant liquids, their content must be 

transferred to the other intact containers, when possible. The 

spreading and  also fragmentation of a slick limit the amount 

of oil available to be recovered within a given timeframe, 

termed the encounter rate. 
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III. CONSTRUCTION DIAGRAM & DESCRIPTION 

 
Fig. 1: Oil Skimmer 

A. List of Components: 

 Dc gear motor  

 Chain drive for power transmission 

 Solar panel for battery charging 

 Battery to store and supply power to motor 

 Shaft on which oil skimmer Disc and belt is mounted 

 Oil Skimming Disc and Belt 

 Bearing 

 Floating tube 

 Solar panel specification 

B. Selection of Material: 

The main objective in the fabrication of machine is the proper 

selection of material for the different part of a machine. 

Design engineer must have to be familiar with the effect of 

the manufacturing process and heat treatment have on the 

properties of material. The choice of material for engineering 

purposes depends upon the following factors: 

1) Availability of the material. 

2) Suitability of materials for the working condition in 

service. 

3) The cost of materials. 

4) Physical and chemical properties of materials. 

5) Mechanical property of material. 

The mechanical properties of the metals are associated 

with the ability of material to oppose mechanical forces and 

load. 

1) Strength: It may be defined as the capacity of material to 

withstand load. 

2) Stress: The internal resistance set up per unit cross-

sectional area is called as stress. 

3) Stiffness: The ability of a material to resist elastic 

deformation is called stiffness. 

4) Elasticity: It is the property of a material by virtue of 

which it regains its original size shape after deformation 

the load causing deformation are removed.  

5) Plasticity: Lack of elasticity is called plasticity. 

6) Ductility: It is the property of material to undergo a 

considerable deformation under tension before rupture.   

7) Brittleness: It is the property of fracturing a material 

without warning or without appreciable deformation. 

8) Hardness: The ability of material to resist wear, abrasion, 

scratching or indentation by harder bodies is called 

hardness. The hardness of metal may be determined by 

the following test. 

1) Brinell hardness test. 

2) Rockwell hardness test.  

3) Vickers hardness test and  

4) Share scaleroscope  

For a design engineer not only knowledge of 

material but also their properties is of great significance. 

Design engineer should use such a material for making of 

machine elements which has properties suitable for the 

conditions of operations. In addition to this he must be 

familiar with the manufacturing processes as well as the heat 

treatments have in the properties of the materials. 

Characteristics or mechanical properties mostly used in 

mechanical engineering practice are commonly analyzed 

from standard tensile tests. In engineering practice, the 

machine parts are subjected to various forces, which may be 

due to either one or more of the following: 

1) Energy transmitted. 

2) Weight resistance. 

3) Change of temperature. 

The selection of materials depends upon the various 

types of stresses which are set up during operation. 

C. Material used: 

1) Mild Steel:  

Reasons:  

1) Mild steel is readily available in market  

2) It is economical to use  

D. Properties Of Mild Steel: 

M. S. has a carbon content from 0.15% to 0.30%. They can 

be only hardened because they are easily wieldable. They are 

like wrought iron in properties. Ultimate tensile as well as 

compressive strength of these steel increases with increasing 

carbon content. They can be easily gas wielded are electric or 

arc wielded. Wield ability decreases with increase in carbon 

percentage. Mild steel serve the reason and therefore it was 

selected because of the above reason.   

E. Bright Material: 

It is a machine dawned. The mild steel plates and bars are 

forged in forging machine by means is not forged is the main 

basic difference between mild steel and bright metal. But the 

material are drawn from the dies in the plastic state. That’s 

why the material has good surface finish than mild steel and 

has no carbon deposits on its surface. 

IV. WORKING 

Rotating Disc and Belt  to attract oil which is dumped into 

collecting tank Entire assembly is on floating disk and belt 

with skimmer partially dipped in water for more contact . 

Solar panels charge the battery and runs the motor and make 

itself sustaining model . The rubber scraper is attached with 

disc and belt  and collect oil in storage container. 
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V. ADVANTAGE 

There are many important positive points of this system as 

explained below: 

 No external power is needed of skimming when used 

with solar power   

 It reduced oil pollution of sea  

VI. CONCLUSION 

As we have studied in the past oil spill has occurred several 

times. These oil spills have caused a great collision on 

ecological life around the region of spillage. The main causes 

of oil spills is because of the carelessness of transporting 

authority and sometimes due to unpleasant weather causing 

storm which results in spilling of large tones of oil in water. 

The spilled oil is waste oil as well as destroys the coastal life 

around it. While assembling for this project we have 

concluded that the oil spillage is not only harmful but also 

results in loss of lives and money. So the recovery of spilled 

oil is very necessary. Our project is oil skimmer which is one 

of the method of regaining the oil which is spilled. After 

designing our project and testing it we have concluded that 

we can regain about more than 90% by using oil skimmer. 

INDIA and other country where demand of oil is increasing 

rapidly, we think it will be very useful. So after regaining 

spilled oil we can use it for other purpose. 
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